Wildlife Area Offers:

Hunting:  Waterfowl, Small Game, Deer, Turkey

#901.A: Reservations On all Division properties which have reservations available or required, those reservations may be made by phone or online (cpw.state.co.us). Reservations for small game and waterfowl hunting may not be made more than 14 days in advance of the hunt date, nor after 12:00 noon on the day before the hunt date. Reservations for big game hunting may not be made more than 45 days in advance of the start of the season for which the reservation is being made. Unless otherwise specified, reservations for big game hunting are valid throughout the season designated by the license. Hunters who wish to cancel a reservation must do so no later than 12:00 noon on the day before the hunt date. Failure to hunt a reserved area without prior cancellation, or follow check station procedures, may cause forfeiture of the privilege to make reservations for the remainder of the hunting season. Hunters are limited to a maximum of one reservation per hunt date. The individual named on the reservation must be at the property on the day of the hunt. Hunters with reservations may only hunt the hunt area specified on the reservation. Any exceptions to the above restrictions will be listed under property specific regulations.

Regulations:

In addition to or in place of those restrictions listed in regulation #901 the below provisions or restrictions apply (see Chapter 9, https://cpw.state.co.us/aboutus/Pages/Regulations.aspx).

A. Public access is prohibited from one hour after sunset – 4:00 am.
B. Public access is prohibited from the day after the last day of the spring turkey season through August 31.
C. During the spring turkey season, public access is prohibited except for licensed turkey hunters that have a turkey hunting reservation. A total of ten (10) reservation slots per day will be available for spring turkey hunters during the spring turkey season. Turkey hunters with a reservation may hunt the entire property. There is no annual limit on the number of turkey reservations. Reservations must be made in accordance with #901.A of these regulations. A maximum of four (4) hunters are allowed per turkey hunting reservation slot.
D. Camping is prohibited.
E. Dogs are prohibited, except as an aid to hunting.
F. Horses are prohibited.
G. Fires are prohibited.
H. Target practice is prohibited.
I. Hunting with centerfire rifles is prohibited.
J. The launching or takeout of vessels is prohibited.
K. During the regular duck seasons, public access is limited to Saturdays, Sundays, Wednesdays, and state and federal holidays. Reservations are required to hunt waterfowl and small game, and are limited to three (3) per hunter annually. Waterfowl and small game hunters may only hunt the areas specified on their reservation. Reservations must be made in accordance with #901.A of these regulations.
L. Small game and waterfowl hunting is prohibited on the opening weekend of the regular plains rifle deer season and the opening day and first weekend of the late plains rifle deer season.

More Information:

CPW Office (Fort Collins): (970) 472 - 4300
Website: https://cpw.state.co.us/